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“Arrhenius” plots for Vapor Pressure and Viscosity
The slope and intercept determine the vapor pressure and viscosity

Motivation

Evaporation: Forms a Hole

Hydrocarbon base oil provide the starting point for lubricant
formulations. The fundamental problem addressed in this
work is the relationship between viscosity and vapor
pressure of base oil.
Needs for low viscosity/low vapor pressure oils.
•Increase efficiency of motors, engines, and drivetrains
•Lower friction and evaporation loss

The goal of lower
viscosity molecular
design is to move this
intercept down.

Problem:
•Low viscosity -> leads to high vapor pressures

vaporization entropy
Flow: Changes Position

Δ𝑆𝑣𝑎𝑝 ≈ 𝑆𝑣𝑎𝑝 − 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑞

Vapor Pressure vs. Viscosity for Two Base Oils
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The slope and intercept of the
Arrhenius plot are fixed by the
activation entropy DS and
energy DH=DE + D(PV) for
vaporization and for flow.
Pvap vapor pressure, Patm
atmospheric pressure, m kinematic
viscosity, M molecular weight, N
Avogadro’s number, hp
Combining the vapor pressure and
viscosity activation energies, the
molecular shape factor is provided
by the vaporization DEvap and flow
DEvis activation energies
(determined by the number and
type of atoms and oil polarity)

flow activation entropy Δ𝑆𝑣𝑖𝑠 =

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
Δ𝑆𝑣𝑖𝑠

+

𝑟𝑜𝑡
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𝑟𝑜𝑡
Flow Activation Rotational Entropy Δ𝑆𝑣𝑖𝑠
vs. Shape Factor n

Measured data from 5
diesters, 4 triesters, and
5 nonpolar base oils

Molecules with a higher
vaporization energy have a
higher viscosity because
they the gain less or lose
more rotational entropy as
they transition to a hole in
the liquid.

Conclusion
Lubricant base oils with lower viscosity and vapor pressure
should be designed to gain more entropy as they translate
between the neighboring molecules in the liquid. This can
most likely be accomplished by designing a molecular
structure with a greater flow rotational activation entropy
and lower vaporization entropy.

